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Design creation AutoCAD is a
complete drafting package that
supports 2D and 3D drafting
and design creation. AutoCAD
offers tools for both sheet-
based and solid modelling. The
most widely used feature is the
ability to create detailed,
accurate 2D drawings. AutoCAD
also includes drawing tools for
large-scale, complex 3D
models, which can be
manipulated to make them fit
into smaller spaces or to scale
to any size. The tools for
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creating 2D and 3D designs
include: Drawing components
Straight and curved lines can be
drawn and connected. Lines can
be straight, curved, or bezier
curves (three-point straight
lines). Lines are snap-to, snap-
defined, and extendable. Lines
can be deleted or moved,
rotated, expanded, shortened,
beveled, and offset. A line's
width can be defined, its color
can be customized, it can be
split into sub-lines, and several
different line styles can be
applied to a line. Objects can be
drawn with line shading and fill
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patterns. Shapes are not
restricted to being rectangular,
polygonal, rounded, elliptical, or
irregular. The shape can be
specified by a custom shape,
imported from other drawing
files, from a template, or an
offset image. Drafting Hand-
drawing and free-hand drawing
can be used to make basic
drawings. The drawing tools
include pen, pencil, eraser, and
color. Drawings can be
transferred from one drawing
into another. Drawings can be
linked to other drawing files.
AutoCAD drawings can be
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imported, exported, and linked
to other files. Links can be set
up to transfer other files to the
current drawing file. Sketching
Sketches can be made in an
AutoCAD drawing by drawing a
closed curve or other shape.
The curve can be defined with a
specified center point, and a
specified radius or segment
length. AutoCAD's sketch tools
include curve types, including
arc, ellipse, hypocycloid, line,
ellipse, circle, and polyline. An
elliptical arc can be defined with
a specified center point and a
specified major and minor axis.
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The center point and angle can
be specified. The curve can be
defined with a specified center
point, a specified radius or
segment length, and an optional
rotation. A custom arc can be
made using any of the curve
options, with or without a fill
pattern.

AutoCAD Crack Activation Code With Keygen

Project Migration In 2013,
Autodesk introduced a new
project format which allows
users to transfer their projects
from one platform to another. In
2016, Autodesk introduced a
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new project format which allows
users to transfer their projects
from one platform to another.
This program is called Autodesk
Forge. Autodesk are calling their
new program Forge Controversy
During the last few years,
Autodesk has faced controversy
over its recent decision to
change how it calculates the fee
for services provided by
Autodesk-licensed software. In
2010, Autodesk sued Digital
Extremes, maker of the popular
videogame Warframe, in an
attempt to block it from running
on the Nintendo Wii U. Autodesk
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alleged that Warframe violated
the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act (DMCA) by downloading
executable code into the Wii U's
memory. Autodesk won the
case, and Digital Extremes
ceased selling its games for the
Wii U. When a company's
customers run out of support for
that company's products, the
customers have no choice but
to move to another company's
products, if only to keep their
products working. If a company
like Autodesk continues to
provide the same service for
free, over the years, the
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company will gain a large, loyal
customer base. However, if the
company requires a one-time
fee for the service, the user will
be forced to move to another
company, and the company will
lose that customer. Further,
Autodesk's licensing system has
faced criticism. In 2007,
Autodesk instituted a new
licensing policy that, for the first
time, allowed users to download
a free trial of the software they
wanted. However, after the free
trial, the user had to pay a
license fee, so that Autodesk
could keep up its software
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development. Many complained
about this new policy, and
Autodesk closed down a large
number of community forums.
Autodesk changed the policy to
give its users unlimited access
to all of its software. In 2014, a
Microsoft executive filed a
complaint with the U.S. Federal
Trade Commission over the
company's control of the CAD
market. In 2015, Autodesk's
software started using a
technology called "Digital
Locker" which was initially
intended to make it easy to
download and install software
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updates, but which was widely
criticized for locking users out of
their previous software if they
did not pay the one-time license
fee. On November 4
ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD Torrent (Activation Code) Free

"ABCD_123" is the Autocad
version. "ABCD_123_xxx" is the
current Autocad version, and
"ABCD_123_xxx_yyy" is the
registered version you are
using. (if you have not
registered the current version,
and you wish to upgrade the
registered version, you must
install the registered version
again) How to register
ABCD_123 This tool will
automatically register and
activate the current version of
Autocad, but it will only check if
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the registered version of
ABCD_123 is newer than the
current one, if it is, then it will
register and activate the
registered version. If it is not,
then it will register and activate
the current version. If you want
to upgrade the registered
version, then you must install
the registered version again.
Click on the "Register" button
and enter ABCD_123 on the
"Title" field, and 123 on the
"Version" field. "ABCD_123" is
the registered version you wish
to upgrade to. "123" is the
current version. (if you have not
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registered the registered
version, and you wish to
upgrade the current version,
you must register the registered
version first) The complete
guide of how to use it can be
found in "How to Use the
Keygen - How to install the
product" on page 3 How to
unregister ABCD_123 This tool
will unregister the current
version of Autocad, but it will
only check if the registered
version of ABCD_123 is older
than the current one, if it is,
then it will unregister the
current version. If it is not, then
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it will unregister the current
version. If you want to
unregister the current version,
then you must install the
registered version again. Click
on the "Unregister" button and
enter 123 on the "Title" field,
and ABCD_123 on the "Version"
field. "123" is the current
version you wish to unregister.
"ABCD_123" is the registered
version you wish to unregister.
(if you have not registered the
registered version, and you wish
to unregister the current
version, you must first
unregister the registered
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version) The complete guide of
how to use it can be found in

What's New In AutoCAD?

Get even more from existing
symbols in your model.
Optimize layouts with precisely
positioned symbols that allow
you to work with even more
detail and complexity. The
default color of newly created
polyline fills and linetypes now
appears the same as your
drawing background. (to be
used with style profiles: 1:15
min.) Add three new tab pages
to the Insert tab to allow you to
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insert your tables, crosshairs
and radial gradients with more
ease and control. (video: 1:11
min.) Revisit and refine your
designs with a new “review”
feature in the Properties
palette. Polar View: Add
comments, annotations and
post actions to drawings by
automatically placing the
appropriate symbols in the
graphics area of your design.
(video: 1:25 min.) Use Multi-
Select and Stamp tool
configurations to insert multiple
symbols simultaneously. (video:
1:08 min.) Add notes to the
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design by accessing a special
field in the drawing that
contains notes, comments,
dimensions and annotations.
(video: 1:09 min.) Update CAD
data to newer CAD standards.
The drawing and dimensioning
engine now maintains the
geometric integrity of your
drawings regardless of changes
to the CAD data. Separate files
for each layer of a multi-layer
drawings. Separate files have
different color fills, linetypes,
fills and text styles to help you
quickly identify what is on a
particular layer. Access dynamic
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properties and attributes in
layer-specific reports and other
print preview features.
Dynamically change the color
and width of text and numbers
in your drawings to match your
current CAD environment. Now
you can edit the dimensions of
a polyline or other line type in
the Measurements palette.
Simply select a line and drag it
to the right to stretch or to the
left to shrink it. (video: 1:20
min.) Respond to workflows by
notifying and automatically
executing commands. Respond
to workflows automatically by
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reminding you to complete your
tasks. (video: 1:12 min.) Share
models with other users. Use
shared links to share a model
with other users or to attach a
model to your email. View and
work with layers and layersets
with new view icons in the
status bar. (video: 1:30 min.)
Attach a layer or layerset to
your drawing, choose
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System Requirements:

Turn on Flash or allow it to
check automatically (check at
Microsoft's website) Or
download the free Flash Player
from Adobe If you are using
another browser type or have
another browser settings,
please ensure Flash Player is
turned on and try again.
Otherwise, please clear your
browser cache and reload the
page to try again.Q: Using sub
class methods when returning a
value through a string If I have
the following code: public class
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Test { public String foo() {
return "foo
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